11TH MEETING OF THE COMMUNITY OF USERS ON SECURE, SAFE AND RESILIENT SOCIETIES
PLENARY SESSION

4TH JUNE 2018
Brussels, BAO Congress Centre (rue Félix Hap 11, 1040 Brussels)

AGENDA

13:00 – 13:45 Welcome coffee and registration
14:00 – 14:30 Opening addresses
  - Matthias OEL, Director, *European Commission, DG HOME.B*
  - Johannes LUCHNER, Director, *European Commission, DG ECHO.A*
  - Birgit DE BOISSEZON, Head of Unit, *European Commission, DG RTD.I*
14:30 – 14:50 Implementation challenges of the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction - How scientific research can inform policy and practice for DRR policies? by Virginia MURRAY, UNI-ISDR / PHE, United Kingdom
14:50 – 15:10 Standardisation for DRR: opportunities or barriers? by Stefan TANGEN, IFAFRI, MSB, Sweden
15:10 – 15:30 Pathways to innovation in the DRM area, by Paolo VENTURONI, EOS, Chief Executive Officer
15:30 – 15:45 Q&A
15:45 – 16:15 Break
16:15 – 16:30 Practitioner’s end-users perspectives, by William WAIROA-HARRISON, UN-IOM
16:30 – 16:45 CoU Mapping and DRMKC Database: the EXPLORER facility, by Ian CLARK, European Commission, Joint Research Centre
16:45 – 17:15 Q&A
17:15 – 17:30 Conclusions, perspectives, by DG HOME